Nontrivial twisted boundary conditions associated with extra compact dimensions produce an ambiguity in the value of the four dimensional coupling constants of the renormalizable interactions of the twisted fields' zero modes. Resolving this indeterminancy would require a knowledge of the exact form of the higher dimensional action including the coefficients of higher dimensional operators. For the case of moderately sized extra dimensions, the uncertainty in the coupling constants can be of order one and may lead to modifications in the stability of the model.
Theories with extra compact dimensions require that boundary conditions be specified on the fields that depend on the bulk coordinates [1] - [6] . When viewed as an effective four dimensional field theory, the boundary conditions are reflected via an explicit phase dependence on the compact coordinates in the Fourier expansion coefficients of the fields. When the periodic boundary conditions involve field equality up to a global symmetry transformation phase, the additional coordinate derivative terms associated with the compact dimensions in the higher dimension Lagrangian will be replaced by a corresponding Kaluza-Klein mass factor in the four dimensional Lagrangian, even for the zero mode fields. Indeed, by imposing periodic boundary conditions up to a R-transformation, Scherk and Schwarz provided a mechanism to break supersymmetry in four dimensions through dimensional compactification [7] - [9] . The purpose of this note is to point out that such nontrivial boundary conditions also lead to an ambiguity in the value of the coupling constants for interactions involving the zero modes of the twisted fields. The ambiguity reflects the lack of knowledge of the exact value of the coefficients of the higher dimensional operators in the higher dimensional Lagrangian [10] [11] . When the compact dimensions are moderately sized compared to the inverse UV cutoff scale of the higher dimensional theory, the indeterminacy in the coupling constant can be of order one [12] [13] .
To specifically display this effect, we first consider the simplest example of a globally U(1) invariant self interacting complex scalar field in five dimensions. Denoting the usual four dimensional space-time coordinates of Minkowski space by x µ , while 0 ≤ y ≤ 2πR is the coordinate of the compact fifth dimension, the action for the self-coupled complex scalar field, φ(x, y) is given by
The notation in the sum of this formula is somewhat cryptic and thus requires some further explanation. The sum is over all possible interactions given by higher dimensional operators involving at least two derivatives. A typical term contains equal numbers of φ † and φ fields (consistent with the global U(1) symmetry) with a various number of five dimensional spacetime derivatives acting on the fields. Thus, for example, ∂ (N i ) φ is a term with N i five dimensional spacetime derivatives acting on φ. The total number of such derivatives acting on all the (φ
..Nn , are dimensionless field dependent couplings containing the appropriate factors of the five dimensional metric tensor needed to make each such term in the sum a Lorentz scalar. The dependence of these higher derivative terms on the UV cutoff scale, Λ, of the five dimensional theory is explicitly indicated. (Recall that in five spacetime dimensions, the scalar field has canonical mass dimension 3/2). V (5) is the scalar field potential describing its derivative free self-interactions. Retaining the first few higher dimensional terms with the lowest powers of 1/Λ, the action takes the form
For simplicity, the potential is chosen to include a quadratic mass term with mass parameter µ 2 and a quartic interaction with the dimensionless five dimensional coupling constant λ (5) . Higher dimensional derivative interactions through order 1 Λ 3 have been included with the dimensionless five dimensional coupling constants χ (5) , χ
1 and χ
2 . Imposing periodic boundary conditions up to an U(1) transformation on the scalar field so that
with a an arbitrary real number, it may be expanded in a Fourier series as
where in the second equality the four dimensional zero mode field, ϕ(x) ≡ ϕ 0 (x), has been explicitly singled out of the modal sum. The scalar field effective action in four dimensions is obtained by substituting (4) into the action (2) . Focusing on the pure zero mode piece of the action, it reduces to
where
R 2 is the Kaluza-Klein mass squared and Z = 1 +
In obtaining this action, the various five dimensional coupling constants have been rescaled to yield their respective four dimensional form according to
We see that in the effective four dimension theory of the zero modes, the effective mass term, µ 2 + 1 + (ΛR) 2 , depend upon the precise values of the underlying five dimensional coupling constants. Thus to match the two theories requires a precise knowledge of higher dimensional couplings in the five dimensional model. Furthermore, for modestly sized compact dimensions, ΛR ∼ 1−10, these "threshold" corrections to the four dimensional coupling constants maybe comparable in magnitude to the original coupling constants [10] - [13] .
There can be some striking implications of this observation. For instance, since the contribution to the mass term proportional to the Kaluza-Klein mass M 2 is always positive (it arises from a piece of the five dimensional kinetic energy), then depending on its magnitude relative to the mass parameter µ 2 , its presence could alter the sign of the overall mass term coefficient and hence modify the symmetry phase. In a similar vein, the relative signs and sizes of the coupling constants λ, χ 1 and χ 2 could effect the stability of the model. Indeed, in order to insure vacuum stability, they must satisfy the inequality
in (λ, χ 1 , χ 2 ) coupling constant space. Similar ambiguities arise in matching onto four dimensional theories containing fermions. Twisted fermion boundary conditions as well as twisted scalar boundary conditions can turn higher dimensional operators in the five dimensional theory into additional contributions to the fermion mass and effective Yukawa couplings involving the zero modes of the four dimensional theory. Consider the simple example containing a six dimensional (eight component) five dimensional fermion Ψ, which consists of two four dimensional (four component) Dirac fermions in interaction with a hermitean scalar field, φ, and described by the five dimensional action
Since the scalar field is hermitean, it must obey untwisted boundary conditions. On the other hand, twisted boundary conditions for the fermions
can be enforced via its Fourier decomposition
As before, in the second equality the eight component zero mode fermion field, ψ(x) ≡ ψ 0 (x), is singled out of the sum. If we now allow for the inclusion of higher dimensional operators in the five dimensional action such as
then their presence produces additional contributions to the four dimensional fermion masses and Yukawa coupling constants for the zero modes. Explicitly, the mass squared becomes
while the four dimensional effective Yukawa coupling becomes
Here once again, these "threshold effects" of the higher dimensional operators may be significant. We conclude this note with an observation regarding the non-Abelian global symmetry breaking structure of the zero mode four dimensional effective action arising from the twisted boundary conditions. The imposition of periodic boundary conditions up to a global symmetry transformation specifies a preferred direction in the symmetry group space and hence breaks the global symmetry. Noether's theorem relates the variation of the Lagrangian, to the divergence of the current as
Here ω i is the infinitesimal global transformation parameter, with i enumerating the number of parameters of the symmetry group, This in turn produces a variation of the action which depends on the four dimensional integral of the difference of the fourth component of the current which arises from one complete circuit around the compact dimension so that
For the case of a scalar field transforming according to a representation T i of the symmetry group, the twisted boundary conditions are of the form [3] φ(x, y + 2πR) = e 2πi a· T φ(x, y),
with a a particular direction in group space. Satisfying this boundary condition leads to a zero mode decomposition of the form φ(x, y) = 1 √ 2πR U(y)ϕ(x) + ...
where ϕ is the zero mode and U(y) = e i a· T y R is a group element. For definiteness, consider the model described by Eq.(2) extended to allow for the non-Abelian global symmetry. The resultant action is where we employ a notation so that each of the terms within a parentheses is a group singlet.
